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It is assumed that during a relatively short time To a simplification occurs in the description of a sys
tem described by a Hamiltonian :;r = :Ito + V. The time dependence of the density matrix p when t » T 0 

is determined only by the time dependence of some parameters Yk· In most cases the simplification of 
the description of the system as well as the form of the parameters Yk themselves is due to separation, 
from the total Hamiltonian of the system :;c, of relatively strong interactions :!to which, however, possess 
certain symmetry properties. These symmetry properties of the strong interaction define the set of 
parameters Yk which describe the state of the system when t » To. An integral equation is derived for 
the density matrix p(y), in which the boundary conditions fort~+ oo are taken into account. Likewise, 
equations are derived for the time dependence of the parameters Yk· As an illustration of the applica
tion of the general scheme, kinetic equations are obtained for Yk in the second approximation of per
turbation theory with respect to the weak interaction V, and a derivation of the quantum kinetic equa
tion in the low-density approximation is presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IF a physical system has several distinct relaxation 
times Tj, then its relaxation to the equilibrium state can 
occur in a number of steps. This means that during the 
course of the evolution of the system there takes place 
a successive reduction (in relatively large time inter
vals) of the number of parameters necessary to des
cribe the state of the system. For example, if To is the 
smallest of the relaxation times, then when t >> T 0 the 
first reduction in the description of the system takes 
place when all the correlation functions (or, which is 
the same, the density matrix of the system) are defined 
by a certain set of parameters Yk· Thus, when t >> T 0 , 

the system forgets some of its earlier correlations, with 
the exception of those which determine the parameters 
Yk· The set of the parameters Yk itself, as well as the 
first correlation time T 0 , is determined by the proper
ties of the system, i.e., by its Hamiltonian and to a 
lesser degree by the initial state of the system. If the 
next relaxation time T1 is much larger than To, then when 
t » T1 there can occur a further reduction in the num
ber of the parameters characterizing the state of the 
system. The set of parameters Yk becomes redundantly 
full and we can confine ourselves to a narrower choice 
of parameters Yk· Thus, when t >> T1 the system for
gets all its correlations connected with the initial values 
of the parameters Yk, with the exception of those corre
lations which determine the parameters y~. The set of 
parameters Yk and the time T1 are determmed by the 
concrete properties of the system. 

If we denote by p the density matrix of the system, 
then when t » To the operator p should schematically 
have the following structure: 

p(t) = p(y) + p'{p(O)}e-<i<o, ( 1) 

where p(y) depends on the time only via the time depen
dence of the parameters y, for which it is necessary to 
formulate equations of the kinetic type. On the other 
hand, the operator p'{p(O)} depends on all the initial 
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correlations in the system. Thus, when t >> To the den
sity matrix p(y) describes asymptotically exactly the 
state of the system. Similarily, it is possible to visual
ize schematically further reduction in a number of the 
parameters characterizing the state of the system when 
t >> T1, when the density matrix becomes a.functional of 
the parameters y'. 

The very fact ~at the number of the parameters 
necessary to describe the state of the system is re
duced, together with the form of the parameters Yk 
themselves, is connected in most cases with the separ
ation, from the total Hamiltonian of the system, of rela
tively strong interactions, which, however, have certain 
symmetry properties. These symmetry properties of 
the strong interactions determine the reduced set of 
parameters Yk describing the state of the system when 
t » Tj• 

The foregoing scheme for the description of non
equilibrium processes was first formulated and applied 
to the relaxation of not too dense gases during the kine
tic stage (the kinetic equations) and during the hydro
dynamic stage (the hydrodynamic equations) in the 
classical case by Bogolyubov llJ and in the quantum case 
by Bogolyubov and Gurov [aJ. 

The purpose of the present paper is to formulate the 
foregoing problem for a somewhat more general case, 
intended for use not only for low-density gases but also 
for systems in which the parameters Yk comprise not 
the single-particle density matrix, but a physically en
tirely different set of parameters (for example, the 
problems of paramagnetic and ferromagnetic relaxa
tion), wherein the strongest interactions (which cannot 
be considered by perturbation theory) that lead to the 
possibility of describing the system with the aid of the 
parameters Yk can be isolated from the very beginning 
in a rather simple fashion in the boundary conditions 
for the density matrix. Thus, our problem consists of 
finding the correct expression for the density matrix 
p(y) in formula (1) and finding the equations describing 
the time variation of the parameters Yk· 
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By way of an application of the general scheme, we 
present the derivation of the quantum kinetic equation in 
the low-density approximation. 

2. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 

We start from the equation for the density matrix p 
in the Schrodinger representation: 

iJp/ilt-i[p,.o/t'] = 0, (2) 

where .'Jf is the Hamiltonian of the system under the as
sumption that the Hamiltonian ;;e can be broken up into 
two parts: 

3t' = .o/t'o + V, (3) 

where 3t'0 is the "main" Hamiltonian and V is the rela
tively weak "interaction" Hamiltonian. Owing to the 
"main" Hamiltonian ift0 , there will occur, after a rela
tively short time interval To, a reduction in the number 
of the parameters necessary to describe the state of the 
system. This reduced set of parameters will be denoted 
by Yk· The operators Eorresponding to the parameters 
Yk will be denoted by Yk· 

We shall henceforth confine ourselves only to sys
tems for which 

[ 3t'o, yk] = akm, ( 4) 

where akl are certain c-numbers1 >. 
Formula (4) indeed expresses that symmetry property 

of the Hamiltonian :Je.0 , which was referred to in the 
introduction. Condition (4) is satisfied by a large num
ber of physical systems. This condition is arrived at in 
problems connected with the determination of the kinetie 
equations for the single-particle density matrix, prob
lems involving ferromagnetic and paramagnetic relaxa
tion of the density of the magnetic moment, etc. In the 
case of the kinetic equations, the role of 3t'o is played by 
the free-particle Hamiltonian 3t'o = 6 Epap + ap, and it 

p A 

is necessary to choose the operators Yk in the form 
h: = <lp + <lp (<~p and <lp+ are the operators of annihilation 

and creation of a particle with momentum p and energy 
Ep). In this case V describes the usual interaction be
tween the particles. 

In the case of problems connected with ferromagnetic 
relaxation, the role of 3t'o is played by the exchange
interaction Hamiltonian 

lm 

and the operators ~ must be chosen in the form Yk 
= ~sl (sz-spin operator in l-th site, I(Rzm) is the ex
change interval between the l-th and m-th sites, and Ho 
is the external magnetic field). A strong exchange inter
action makes it possible to describe the system with the 
aid of the parameters 6 sz. The relaxation of the latter 

l 
to the equilibrium values is the result of the relatively 
weak relativistic interactions V (the magnetic-anisotropy 
energy, the energy of the magnetic dipole interaction, 
etc.). The equations of motion for the parameters 6 sl 

l 

!)It is necessary to sum over repeated indices connected with the 
parameters "f. 

represent the equations of motion of the magnetic mo
ment, which are obtained in the present method directly, 
bypassing the kinetic equations for the spin waves. 
Similarly, in problems connected with paramagnetic 
relaxation, the role of ::Jt0 is played by the Hamiltonian 
of the system, neglecting the magnetic interactions (but 
with allowance for all the remaining stronger interac
tions). The operator V describes in this case relatively 
weak magnetic interactions. 

It follows from (2) and (4) that when V = 0 the param
eters Yk satisfy the equation 

( 5) 

thus, the Hamiltonian 3t'0 does not lead the system to a 
stationary state if akl f 0. Owing to the ''interaction" 
V, the parameters Yk which determine the state of the 
physical system when t » To will also satisfy a certain 
differential equation that differs from (5). The structure 
of this equation should be such that when t - + oo it leads 
to equilibrium values of the parameters Yk· To find this 
equation it is necessary to know the density matrix when 
t » T 0• According to the foregoing, when t » T 0 the 
density matrix p(t) depends on the time only via the time 
dependence of the quantities yk, which define the density 
matrix p: 

,p(t) == p(y), Yk = Yk(t). 

According to (2), the equation for the parameter Yk is 

(6) 

where 

Lk(y) = iSpp(y) [.o/t', Vk]. 

the density matrix p(y) satisfies in this case the equa
tion 

iJp(y) 
Lk(Y) ---i[p(y),ift] = 0. 

iJyk 
(7) 

Thus, our problem consists in simultaneously solving 
the system of Eqs. (6) and (7). For a unique solution of 
this system of equations we need certain boundary con
ditions, which lead to an irreversible character of the 
variation of the parameters Yk· Let us proceed to es
tablish these boundary conditions. To this end, we con
sider the operator 

(8) 

which represents, when V = 0, the density matrix of the 
system at the instant of time T, provided its value at the 
initial instant of time was p(y). 

According to our assumption, for sufficiently large T 

the density matrix (8) will depend on T only via the 
T -dependence of the parameters Yk( T), which now obey 
Eq. (5): 

dyk(,;)jd,; = L~>(y(,;)), L~>(y) = iakzYz 

and the initial condition 

Yk (,;) i<=o = Yk, 

(9) 

where Yk are the values of the operators Yk in the state 
p(y): 

Yk = SpyJ4!(y). 

The solution of (9) is 

y(,;)=S~">y, 

(10) 

(11) 
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or 

(12) 

where 

and a is a matrix with w elements equal to akl· Thus, 
when T - oo we have 

e-i:l'f0<p (y) el.Yeo< ---> p{O) (S\0ly), 

where p<o>(y) satisfies the equation 

Therefore 

L~0>(y) opCOl(y) -i[p<0>(y),3to]=O. 
av. 

(13) 

(14) 

We should choose as the density matrix p<0>(y) that 
solution of (13) which is obtained as a result of mixing 
with the aid of the Hamiltonian 3C0 • Such a density ma
trix corresponds to a Gibbs distribution with specified 
parameters Yk: 

we obtain 

Since, according to the boundary condition (14), p(-oo) 
= p<O)(y), we get 

p(T) = p<o>(y) + ~ d't''e 1"'•''f(S~~>y)e-i"'••', 
--oo 

or 
0 

p(S~0>y) = e-1"''V0>(y)e1"'·• + ~ dt'e1"'••'t(S~~··V) e-;:.r,··. 
-oo 

Recognizing that exp(-i3t.oT)p<O)(y)exp(i3'C0 T) = p<0>(s~y) 
(see (17)) and replacing y by S~7y, we obtain 

0 

p(y)=p<0>(y)+ ~ dTe"'e1"'''j(S~>y)e-1"'••, I'J--->+0. (19) 
-co 

This equation is the sought integral equation for the 
density matrix p(y). 

Let us now verify the compatibility of relations (10) 
and (16), i.e., let us show that 

p<0>(y) = exp (- ~ VkXk (y)), (15) Sp Y•P(v) = Spykp<•>(y). 
k 

(20) 

Where the quantities Xk(y) are determined from the Since, according to (4), 

conditions e-i"'•"ve• "'••, y(-T) = e-i•<'y, 

vz=Sp~exp(- ~,Y.x.(v))=Spylfl<•>(y) (16) 
k 

(the number of parameters ~ should obviously include 
also the Hamiltonian ::H.o itself, which satisfies relations 
of the type (4)). 

It is easy to verify that owing to (4) the operator 
p<0>(y), which is determined by (15), actually satisfies 
(13), and as a consequence of (4) we have 

e-i.YC,• p<0> (y) e1"'•' = p<0l(S~0>y), 

X (y) =X (S~0>y)S~0>. 
(17) 

Relations (14) and (15) are the sought boundary con
ditions for the system of equations (6) and (7). 

3. SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS 

Our next task is to replace (6) and (7) by an integral 
equation which automatically satisfies the boundary 
condition (14) and makes it possible to develop a per
turbation theory in terms of the "interaction" V. 

To this end we represent (7) in the form 

where 

Lf.o>(y) Bpa(v) -i[p(y),3eo]=f(y), 

"" 
. Bp(y) co> /(y)= tfp(y), V]--0- (L.(y)-L• (y)). 

"" Noting that 

L<•>(s<o> ) - a s<o> 
T Y - 0T T y, 

we represent (18) in the form 

a co> • co> NIJ 1 8co> ) -p(S, y)-t[p(S, y),,.,o =/(, y. 
8't' 

Introducing the operator 

(18) 

it follows that 
0 

Spyp(y)-Spyp<0>(y)=) dTe~•e-i•<Spyj(S~y) 

and consequently to prove (20) it is sufficient to verify 
that Tr Yf(y) = 0. We shall show that the latter relation 
does indeed hold. 

Using the definition of f(y), we have 

SpYJ(y)= iSpy.[p(y), V]-(L;(y)-L1°>(y))Spyk op(y). 
By; 

since Tr ~p(y) = Yk, we have 

Sp 7wd<v> = t Sp p(y)[V, V1l1- Ltt(v)+ L~o> (v) == t Sp p(y)[R,,Y,a- Lg(y) 

and consequently, Tr Th:f(y) = 0 by virtue of the definition 
(6) of the quantity L(y). 

Thus, the equations 
0 

P (y) = p<o> (y) + ~ d't'e"'e1:.r'.f (S~0>y) e-1"'•', 11---> + 0, 

Lk (y)- Lf.Ol (y) = i Sp p{O) (y) [V, Vkl 
0 

+ i ~ d't'e"'Sp [V, Yk)e13'f'•/(S~0ly)e-!:.r,. (21) 
-co 

are compatible with the definition (18) of the operator 
f( y) and constitute the sought system of equations for 
the density matrix p(y) and for the quantity Lk(y), which 
determines the time variation of the parameters Yk· 

The simplest method of solving the obtained system 
is to use perturbation theory in powers of the interac
tion V. From the second equation of the system (21) we 
see that the first approximation of L(y) in terms of V is 

(22) 

and consequently, in the approximation linear in V, the 
operator f(y) is equal to 

<•> ap<•>(v) f<'>(y) = i[p<OJ(y), V] -Lk (y) --. 
oyk 
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This expression for f <1>( y) makes it possible to find the 
density matrix p(y) in an approximation linear in V: 

0 

p<'>(y) = ~ dte"'e'>e''f(')(S~0>y)e-i"'''. 

Knowing p<1>(y) from the second equation of (21), we can 

0 

L (2)( r -• y)=- J d-rSpp<<ll(y){V(<),[V,y,ll. 

Replacing the variable T by -T and noting that 

[V(-r), [V,y,]] = [V, [('r),y~]] + [Y,, [V, V(,;)]] 

easily find the value of L(y) in the second approximation and 
in V: 

where 
0 

Lk'Y (y) =- ~ dr:e"' Sp e'"''' [p(o) (S~0>y), V] e-i>e,• [V; V•l 
~ {} (o) (S(o) ) 

Lk2>" (y) =- i ~ dr:e"'L~1>(S~0>y)Spe'"''' ~(S'(o)' )y e-'"''' [V, V•l· 
-oo ~~Yt 

Using the first relation of ( 17) we can transform 
~'(y) into 

0 

~ r -L, (y)=- J d,;en•SpplO>(y)[V(-r),(V,y,]], 

where 

We now simplify the expression for LJ:>"(y). Again, 
using the first relation of ( 1 7), we get 

{Jp(O) (S(O) ) ay. ap(O) (y) 
£(') (S(o) ) ei>e,• , Y e-i:H0< = £(') (S(o)y) __ 1 ____ • 

' ,y a(S~0>y), ' ' a(S~0>y), av; 

Since y = s~Ts~>(y), we have 

ay;/a(s~>y); = (S~~);; 

and consequently, in accordance with ( 17) and ( 22): 

L(')(S''ly)~ -(S(oJ) L(l)(S(o)y) ' , a (S~o>y),- , _, ;; ' , 

= iSpp<'>(y)ei>e,• [V, (S(<J~);; V;l e-i>eo'. 

Noting that 

we obtain 

Thus, 

and consequently 

(2) r [ _ _ {}L~) <v> J 
L, (y)=- J d,;en•Sppl0>(y) V(-r),(V,y,]+iy;-0-.- . (23) - ~ 
Formulas (9), (22), and (23) determine the value of 

Lk(y) accurate to V2: 

L,(y)=L~0>(yJ+L~1>(yJ+L~> (y). 

4, INCREASE OF ENTROPY AND KINETIC COEFFI
CIENTS 

We now assume that the operators Yk are such that 

[3t'o, ;,.] = 0, r.Y., .Ya = 0. 

In this case 

Lk0> (y) = L~> (y) = 0, 

we obtain 

(24) 

Calculating the trace in the system of common eigen
vectors of the operators :Jeo and Yk, we get 

where En and Yk n are the eigenvalues of the operators 
3t'0 and~- ' 

We define the entropy of the system by the formula 

a= -Sp p<0> In p<0>, (26) 

where 

p<0> = exp (Q - ~y;X;), Q = -In Sp exp ( -,Y,X,). 

it is easy to see that Yi = -anjaxi and, consequently, 

ocr a (27) 
-= -(y;Xi-Q)=X;. 
ay; ay; 

therefore 6 =Xi L~2 >(y). Introducing the symbol 

Qn = XiYi,n• we get 

cr = n ~I Vnml 2 6(en- Em) (Qm- Qn) (1- eQ.-Qm)e"-Qn. 
nm 

since (Qn - Qm) (1 - exp [Qn - Qm]) :'S 0 for all Qn - Qm, 
we get a~ 0. 

If we regard the quantities Yi as generalized coor
dinates of the system, then, in accordance with (27), the 
quantities Xi are generalized forces. The equilibrium 
values of the generalized forces are determined by the 
equation 

(0) [· r J X; y;, ~OOV(-r)d't =0, 

or 

from this and from (24) it follows that 

L,l2J(y)Xf'> = 0 (28) 

for arbitrary y. Equations (28) are the integrals of mo
tion of the system of equations Yi = Li2 >(y). 

For states close _to equilibrium, the quantities L~2 >(y) 
can be represented m the form 

(2' 
L; (y) = g;;bX;, 

where 

1'f • A (0) 
g;; = - 2 ~oo d-rSpp0 (V(r:),y;][V,y,], bX; =X;- X; (29) 

and Po is the equilibrium density matrix 
Po= exp(Q- y;xi-:> ). 
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Therefore the equations for the generalized coordinates 
of the system take the form 

Yi=gi;I5X;. (30) 

Thus, the quantities gij defined by formula (29) are 
the kinetic coefficients. 

Using the invariance of the equations of motion of 
quantum mechanics against time reversal we can easily 
prove the symmetry of the kinetic coefficients (29). 

The rate of entropy production ri can obviously be de
termined by the formula 

(31) 

5. KINETIC EQUATIONS IN THE LOW-DENSITY AP
PROXIMATION 

We have seen in Sec. 3 that it is easy to obtain a 
solution of the system (21) under the assumption that the 
interaction is weak. In particular, formulas (9), (22), 
and (23) make it possible to obtain quite simply the 
kinetic equations for the particles or elementary excita
tions if a weak interaction exists between them. 

Now, however, we shall consider the derivation of 
the kinetic equation for another limiting case, when the 
interaction is not assumed weak but the particle density 
is sufficiently small. In this case we can no longer use 
the ready-made formulas (22) and (23), but must find 
another method of solving the system (21). 

The Hamiltonian 3Co can be represented in the form 

where Ep is the energy of a particle with momentum p. 
We shall henceforth assume, for concreteness, that the 
particles obey Bose statistics, i.e., 

(ap, ap,+] = /5pp•. 

The interaction between the particles will be written 
in the form 

where we put, to abbreviate the notation, 1 = p1, 
2 = pa, ... The quantity V(12; 34) characterizes, obvi
ously, the interaction between the particles, and without 
loss of generality we can put 

V(12; 34) = V(21; 34) = V'(34; 12). 

When t »To= ro/v, where ro is the radius of the initial 
correlations and v is the average particle velocity, the 
state of the system can be described in the spatially 
homogeneous case with the aid of the single-particle 
distribution function fp = Tr p~ +~· 

The role of the operators Yi in this problem is played 
by the operators ap +ap, which obviously satisfy the re
lations (4), and the density matrix p<0> equals, in accord
ance with (15), 

p<•> = exp ( Q- ~ Xx(f)ax+a.. ), 

where nand XK(f) are defi~ed by the equations 
Spp(O) = 1, Sp;p<0>ax+a.. = fx. 

It is easy to see that L<o> = 0 and L<1> = 0. 
Obviously, to find mean values of the type 

Tr p<U)a1 +aa + ... we can use the ordinary Wick rules. For 
example, 

Sp p<0>at+tl2+aaa• = /1fz{lt4152JI + ft/zfJtal5z•, 

Spp<•>at+a.+as+a,a.a6 = /tfafs(l5t4152515a6 + 15ullz6/5so + ~ •• 15.,1)86 
+ /515/)26/la. + 15t611z./5so + <'lt615251534) • 

we introduce the notation fs4,12 = Tr p(y)a1 +aa +as~· Then, 
noting that 

[V, a,.+a,J = ~ ~ V(12; 34} (a1+1Z2+asa..OX4- a,. +a,+asa•bxz), 
1234 

we get 

Lh = !._ ~ V(12; 34) {!Sh, 121)4h- /M, Mllzh)· 
2 !234 

Regarding f12,s4 and V(12; 34) = V 1a,s4 as matrix ele
ments of the operators f and V between the two-particle 
states (3, 4) and (1, 2), we can rewrite the last formula 
in the form 

We took account here of the fact that the states (1, 2) 
and (2, 1) are identical. 

According to formulas (21) 
0 

fo<:,. = ~~~; 12 + i joo dTe"' {Spp(y) [11, e-'.l't'•'a1+a;a3a.e1;l't•'j 

+ i ~ Lp ~- Sp p(y) e-1"'•'a/a0a3tz4e1"'•'}, 
p p 

where fJ~>;12 = f1fa(li1sli24 + li141ias). Since fp « 1 and 
fs4 ; 12 ~ f~ at low density, we have 

{} 
Lp iJfp Spp(y)a1+a,+a3a4 ~ f 

(32) 

and consequently, in the region fp « 1, we can neglect 
the second term under the integral sign in formula (32). 
Noting that 

we have 

(33) 

Let us find now Tr p(y) [V, a1 +aa +as~] in the low-den
sity approximation. To this end we note that 

[at.+a2,+aa.a,., a,+a2+aaa,] = a,,+az.+aaa,(15w628• + Ots•ll24•) 
- a,+a2+a •• a,.(l5t•.,l>2'3 + bt·sl>z·•) + a,,+a2,+(a,+aa•b••• 

+ a1+a,.b2a• + a2+aa,l5w + az+a,.bta•)asa• 
- at+az+(a,.+aal5z•• + a,_,+a,bz•a + IZ2•+aal>t•• 

+ a2.+a•bt•a) a,.a, •. 

Since the mean value in the state p(y) of an N -ordered 
system of six operators a+ and a, namely 
Tr p(y)a1 +aa +as +~asao is proportional, at most, to f~ we 
get in the low-density approximation, 

Spp(y)[V,at+a2+asaJ = ~ ~ V(1'2'; 12)/a•:••••-~ ~ V(34; 3'4')/...-, 12, 
2 1'2' 2 3'4' 

or in other words 

Spp(y) [V, a1+a2+aaa,] = [/, Y]s,, !2· 

Taking this relation into account, we can rewrite (33) 
in the form 

(e, + Bz- ea- e, + iTJ)fa•: 12 + [!, VJ34:12 = iT]/s~> .. , 

or in the operator form 
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[/, ,7t] + i'ljj = i'ljj(Ol, 

where :Je = :Yeo + V is the Hamiltonian of a system of two 
particles with allowance for their paired interaction. 

It is easy to verify that the solution of the last equa
tion is 

~ 

/=_'!}__ ~ dER+(E)f<OJR_(E), 
2:rt -oo 

where 

Noting that 

[!, V]th; ih = [/, 3t]ih; 1hand [f\0l, 3to] = 0, 

we have 

U. Vlth;1h = 2:I dE {R+(E)(f<0l, VJR-(E)}th;1h· 

Thus, according to (33), 

Lh = ~ r dE ~ {R+(E)(f<0l, VJR-(E) }1h; 1h· 
2n~ 1 

(34) 

We continue the transformation, now already formal, 
of the quantity Lk by following the paper of Luttinger 
and Kahn l3l. To this end we introduce the scattering 
operators T ±(E): 

T ±(E) = V + T ±(E)R±O(E) V, 

where 

R±0(E) = (E- .'Jeo ± 1/2i'r])--1. 

Noting that R± = R~ + R~ T ± R~ , we can easily trans
form the integrand of (33) 

R+(E) (fOl, li]R-(E) = R+0 (E) {f\0lT_(E) - T +(E)j\0l (35) 
+ T+(E)f<0l(R+O(E) -R-0 (E))L(E)}R_O(E). 

Recognizing that T +(E) has no singularities in the 
upper half plane of E, and T _(E) has no singularities in 
the lower half plane of E, we get 

~ ~ 

~ dER+0 (E)R+"(E)T+(E)= ~ dER-0(E)R-0(E)L(E)=O. (36) 

With the aid of (35) and (36) we can represent Lk in the 
form 

+ f~T +xxR:xx + ~~~T -xxR~xx}, 
where K are the quantum numbers of the two-particle 
states, K = (1, k). 

Let us transform the last two terms of this formula. 
According to the definition of R± (E) 

~ 

_'!}__ ~ R+(E)R-(E)dE = 1. 
2:rt_~ 

From this we get with the aid of the formula R± = R~ 
+ R~ T±R~ 

~ 

~ dER+O {R_OT_ + T ~+0 + T ~+OR_OT_} R_O = 0. 

The last equation allows us to reduce Lk to the form 

1]2 7 ~ 0 0 
Lh =- j dE .LJ R+xxR-xx {T +f0lR+0R_0T-- j\0lT ~+0R-0T -}xx. 

2n_~ 1 

Noting that 

where &k are the energy of the two-particle states in 
the absence of interaction, we represent Lk in the form 

L, = 2:rt ~ .S(<Wx- .!!' x•) IT +xx•(.1fx) 1 2 (!~?!.,- /~), K ""'(1, k) 
ix' 

Recalling the definition (32) of the quantity f}~ '34 we ob-
tain finally ' 

Lh = :n ~.S(e1 + Ek- Ea- E4) IT +1h; 34(E1 + 81,) 12(/a/•- fd•)· (37) 
m 

The expression for Lk was obtained accurate to terms 
of order f~. Therefore, the identity of the particles is 
not taken into account in this approximation. If we ex
pand not in powers of the density but in powers of the 
interaction, we get an expression similar to (37) for the 
collision integral. In this expression, however, the 
quantity f3f4- f1fk is replaced by faf4(1 + f1)(1 + fk) 
- f1fk( 1 + f3)(1 + fJ (allowance for the identity of the 
particles), but the scattering amplitude T + is taken only 
in the first Born approximation. 

In conclusion, the authors are deeply grateful to 
V. Bar'yakhtar for a constant discussion of the results. 
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